
density allows for porosities ranging from 0 to
about 60%. Our current estimate of the density
of Eros (2.5 6 0.8 g/cm3) is indistinguishable
from that of 243 Ida (2.6 6 0.5 g/cm3), the only
other S-type asteroid for which a mass and
density have been determined (12).

Small asteroids such as Eros are expected to
be either collisional fragments of larger precur-
sor bodies or accumulations of discrete frag-
ments (“rubble piles”) (13). However, the pres-
ence of a linear marking running at least 20 km
across the asteroid (Fig. 4) implies that Eros
may be structurally continuous. High-resolution
views expected during the orbital phase of the
mission should reveal whether this apparent
linear marking is a ridge, a fault, an exposed
layer, or a series of aligned structures.

Five craters can be identified in the images;
the two largest, 8.5 and 6.5 km across, have
sizes consistent with the maximum crater diam-
eter expected on a body with the dimensions of
Eros (14). Contrary to the situation observed by
NEAR on C-type asteroid Mathilde (11), the
outlines of Eros are not dominated by a high
spatial density of large craters (10). The number
of craters identified suggests that Eros has a
crater density intermediate between the low
density of craters observed on asteroid 951
Gaspra and the saturated surface of Ida (15). If
so, the finding could indicate that Eros is com-
paratively young, resulting from the disruption
of a precursor parent body relatively recently,
with insufficient time for its surface to have
become saturated with craters once more. Al-
ternatively, the finding could indicate that the
cratering record was reset during the formation
of one of the large craters. If the detailed mea-
surements expected from the orbital phase of
NEAR confirm the suggestion that Eros is a
relatively low-porosity body with significant
structural continuity, then Eros would be simi-
lar to S-type asteroid Gaspra (16). NIS spectra
show broad similarity to telescopic data (20),
including evidence for 1- and 2-mm bands.
Both features are indicative of pyroxene or
olivine, or both.
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Pacemaking the Ice Ages by
Frequency Modulation of Earth’s

Orbital Eccentricity
J. A. Rial

Evidence from power spectra of deep-sea oxygen isotope time series suggests
that the climate system of Earth responds nonlinearly to astronomical forcing
by frequency modulating eccentricity-related variations in insolation. With the
help of a simple model, it is shown that frequency modulation of the approx-
imate 100,000-year eccentricity cycles by the 413,000-year component ac-
counts for the variable duration of the ice ages, the multiple-peak character of
the time series spectra, and the notorious absence of significant spectral am-
plitude at the 413,000-year period. The observed spectra are consistent with
the classic Milankovitch theories of insolation, so that climate forcing by
100,000-year variations in orbital inclination that cause periodic dust accretion
appear unnecessary.

Understanding the climate of the recent geolog-
ical past is of importance, because finding out
how Earth’s environment has transformed the
heat input from the sun into climate variations
can help predict future global climate change.
Most of our knowledge about climatic varia-
tions in the Plio-Pleistocene (the last 5.2 million
years) is extracted from time series of oxygen
isotope ratios, a proxy for global ice volume
generally known as the d18O records (Fig. 1A).
The records show that during the last million
years, Earth has experienced at least 10 major
glaciations, which according to the astronomi-
cal theory of the ice ages (1) are the conse-

quence of secular variations in insolation
caused by changes in Earth’s orbital eccentric-
ity, axial tilt, and longitude of perihelion
(Earth’s closest approach to the sun). The the-
ory finds support in the fact that the spectra of
the d18O records contain some of the same
frequencies as the astronomical variations (2–
4), but a satisfactory explanation of how the
changes in orbital eccentricity are transformed
into the ;100-ky (1 ky 5 1000 years) quasi-
periodic fluctuations in global ice volume indi-
cated by the data has not yet been found (5).

For instance, a fundamental difficulty is to
understand the notable absence in the d18O data
of a significant response to the 413-ky compo-
nent of the orbital eccentricity, whose signal
power is of the same order of magnitude as the
95-ky component. This has been called the
“400-ky problem” by Imbrie and Imbrie (6).
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One of the well-known features of the d18O
time series from deep-sea sediments is the
slight but evident change in the duration of
consecutive glacial periods (7), which oscillates
from about 120 to 80 ky. For instance, the
interval between the last two interglacials is 120
ky, while 400 thousand years ago (ka) the in-
terglacial interval was nearly 80 ky, with three
successive interglacials occurring in less than
200 ky. This is reflected clearly in the spectro-
gram of Fig. 1B (moving window Fourier trans-
form) of Ocean Drilling Program (ODP) Site
806 (8), a representative paleoclimate record.
The power of the eccentricity band (;0.01
cycles/ky) in the spectrogram occurs along an
approximately sinusoidal curve (as indicated by
the dashed curve overlay), apparently because
of periodic switching of main power from
;120 ky to ;80 ky every 400 ky or so. This
fact suggests frequency modulation (FM) of the
;100-ky eccentricity signals by the longer-
period, 413-ky component. Such frequency
modulation is entirely similar to electronic
modulation of a high-frequency carrier by a
low-frequency modulating signal, as used in
FM radio and television broadcasting (9).

In addition to the characteristic sinusoidal
shape of the spectrogram, frequency modula-
tion of a single frequency carrier widens the
spectral band by the addition of sidebands.
Sidebands are spectral peaks distributed sym-
metrically on both sides of a carrier’s peak at
intervals equal to integer multiples of the mod-
ulating frequency (10). The appearance of or-
derly distributed sidebands in the power spectra
of all the d18O data analyzed here further sup-
ports the presence of frequency modulation. For
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Fig. 1. (A) Oxygen isotope time series from ODP Site
806 shows the fluctuations in ice volume over the last
2.1 million years. (B) Time-frequency spectrogram
showing the distribution of signal power in the isotope
record. The horizontal band around 0.025 cycles/ky is
the linear, single-frequency, time-invariant response
of the climate system to the 41-ky variation in axial
tilt, enhanced by orbital tuning. The much wider band

of power centered at 0.01 cycles/ky is the response to variations in orbital eccentricity. In sharp contrast to the response to axial tilt, this is an age-
and frequency-dependent response, likely to be nonlinear. The dashed sinusoid overlay indicates that the response appears to switch from one
predominant low frequency to a predominant high frequency in cycles of ;413 ky (the period of the sinusoid), strongly suggesting the presence of
frequency modulation (FM). The spectrogram is computed with 350-ky-long windows for the Fast Fourier Transform and 10-ky lag between
overlapping windows. (C) Around the 95-ky eccentricity component the power spectrum shows a characteristic multi-peaked power distribution that
can be easily predicted assuming a 95-ky “carrier” frequency-modulated by a 413-ky modulating signal and a 826-ky subharmonic. The positions of
the peaks are essentially insensitive to orbital tuning of the original time series.

Fig. 2. The multiple-peak
character of the d18O spec-
tra is common to both the
orbitally tuned and orbit-
ally untuned records. Orbit-
al tuning may, however,
change the relative ampli-
tudes of some peaks, as
shown in (C). Modeling
these differences provides
further support for the FM
hypothesis. The strong 41-
ky peak in the orbitally
tuned spectra is caused by
tuning at that frequency.
Data are from ODP Site 677
(A), Site 846 (B), and Site
849 (C). Bandwidths are
0.0011 ky–1 (A), 0.0014
ky–1 (B), and 0.00093 ky–1

(C). Age models are de-
scribed in (13).
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instance, the power spectrum of Site 806 (Fig.
1C) shows evidence of frequency modulation
as the observed 75- and 123-ky peaks coincide
with the predicted sidebands of a 95-ky carrier
frequency-modulated by a 413-ky signal, and
the 85-, 107-, and 143-ky peaks coincide with
the predicted sidebands of a 95-ky carrier fre-
quency-modulated by the 826-ky subharmonic
of the 413-ky signal (11).

Another important prediction of the FM
hypothesis is that the power spectrum of an
FM signal does not contain the modulating
signal as a spectral peak, but as the separation
interval between sidebands (9), a fact that is
entirely consistent with the well-known ab-
sence of a distinctive 413-ky spectral peak in
paleoclimate data.

It is important to point out that the spectra in
Fig. 1 are obtained from an orbitally tuned (12)
time series. Orbital tuning is routinely applied to
raw d18O time series in order to establish a
common time scale for all records regardless of
location and sedimentation rate differences.
However, the “clock” used to develop the chro-
nology is the rhythm of any of the orbital peri-
odicities, including eccentricity. Hence, it is pos-
sible that orbital tuning introduces bias or even
spectral peaks not present in the data, and thus it
is useful and prudent to analyze and compare
both tuned and untuned records. In their original
form the orbitally untuned records are of d18O
variation versus depth; the depth scale is con-
verted to time using known published ages (de-
termined by biostratigraphic or magnetic meth-
ods, or both) at one or two anchor points (13),
and assuming a constant sedimentation rate for
the rest of the sediment core. In spite of its
obvious drawbacks, this assumption produces
spectra similar enough to the tuned data to per-
mit easy cross-identification of spectral peaks.
As shown in Figs. 2 through 4, sidebands sep-
arated from the main spectral power as predicted
by the FM hypothesis are a common feature in
both tuned and untuned spectra from different
sites, and as discussed below (Fig. 4), the effect
of tuning appears to reduce, rather than to in-
crease, the number of recognizable spectral
peaks in the eccentricity band.

Since what follows hinges on the interpreta-
tion of power spectra, it is important to note that
because of the strong age dependence of the
eccentricity band (Fig. 1B), resolving individual
spectral peaks depends critically on the window
length chosen to calculate the spectrum. This
becomes an important issue, because the appar-
ent presence of a single power peak at 100 ky
(Fig. 3) in several d18O recordings has been
interpreted as due to variations in Earth’s orbital
inclination, which force the planet to periodical-
ly cross a ring of extraterrestrial dust, thus caus-
ing the ice ages of the last million years (14).
This conclusion is, however, based on power
spectra computed from time windows spanning
just the last 600 ky, an interval half the duration
of typical eccentricity signals, which have sig-

Fig. 3. The effect of time window
length is crucial to the interpretation
of power spectra of long-period d18O
data. Time windows here are (A) 0 to
2140 ky B.P., (B) 0 to 1070 ky B.P., and
(C) 0 to 600 ky B.P. From (A) to (C),
the spectra depict the strong loss in
resolution when the d18O time win-
dow is shorter than about 1000 ky. As
shown, the worst spectral resolution
occurs for a 600-ky window (C), which
obscures the multiple-peak character
of the spectrum. Both tuned and un-
tuned records were studied, and iden-
tical loss of resolution and a similar
single peak at 100 ky emerges when
the short 600-ky-long window is used
in both. This short window length was
used, however, by Muller and Mac-
Donald (14) to determine the power
spectra of nine d18O records, all of
which look very much like (C) above
(Fig. 3) (14), a feature which they
interpreted as an indication of climate
forcing by 100-ky oscillations of
Earth’s orbital plane. Bandwidths are
0.00093 ky–1 (A), 0.0019 ky–1 (B) and
0.0033 ky–1 (C). The data for Site 849
is from (18).

Fig. 4. (A) High resolution spec-
tra (signal bandwidth 0.00093
cycles/ky) of the tuned Site 849
record (see Fig. 3) is shown com-
pared to the Fourier transform
of the model FM signal given by
Eq. 3. As predicted by FM theory,
the modulating power does not
appear as a spectral peak, but as
separation between each carrier
and its sidebands. (B) High-reso-
lution spectra (signal bandwidth
0.00093 cycles/ky) of the un-
tuned Site 849 record. The com-
parison is made again with the
Fourier transform of the model
signal in Eq. 3. In order to opti-
mize the fit, the modulating pa-
rameters « and «9 need to be
increased by 20%. This suggests
stronger modulation intensity,
which causes the peak of the
95-ky carrier to be reduced in
size relative to the sidebands, as
predicted by FM theory. Thus,
the FM mechanism appears ro-
bust for the untuned record. All
the peaks predicted by the FM
theory are present in both the
tuned and the untuned spectra.
A 95% confidence interval of
0.0005 cycles/ky was calculated
from the mismatch between
model peaks and the observed
spectra. This is about 40% of the
sideband separation of 1/826 ky21.
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nificant power from 0 to about 1200 ka (Fig.
1B). As shown in Fig. 3, a 600-ky window
limits the resolving power in the eccentricity
band so much that important details are lost, and
it is thus plausible that the presence of the
100-ky single spectral peak is due simply to
merging of the 95-, 107-, and 125-ky eccentric-
ity-related spectral peaks because the time win-
dow is too short, rather than from periodic
changes in orbital inclination (15, 16).

If frequency modulation indeed occurs, it
should be possible to replicate the observed
variation in ice age duration seen in the d18O
records using an appropriate FM formula. A
simple mathematical form of a frequency-
modulated signal is

sin[Vt 1 « sin (vt)] (1)

where V 5 2pfc, v 5 2pfm and fc and fm are
the frequencies of the carrier and the modu-
lating signals respectively, « 5 Dfc/fm is the
modulation index (17), and Dfc is the fre-
quency deviation, a measure of the band-
width produced by the modulation (9, 10).
Since the predominant frequency shifts from
;120 to ;80 ky, which is also the observed
shift in ice age duration, « ' 0.7 (moderate
modulation) for fm 5 1/413 cycle/ky.

Trigonometric functions of the form in
Eq. 1 can be represented by an infinite series
of Bessel functions of increasing order, such
as

sin[Vt 1 « sin(vt)] 5 J0(«) sinVt

1 O
n 5 1

`

Jn(«) [sin(V 1 nv)t

1 ~21!nsin(V 2 nv)t] (2)

which clearly indicates that the Fourier spec-
trum of a FM signal such as given by Eq. 1 is
composed of a central spectral peak at the car-
rier frequency fc and additional spectral peaks
(sidebands) at the frequencies fc 6 nfm for n 5
1, 2, 3 . . . , so that the modulating frequency
fm 5 v/2p appears in the power spectrum only
as the interval between spectral peaks, but not
as a spectral peak itself (9). A plausible model
to simulate the d18O records should thus con-
tain the 125-, 100-, and 95-ky harmonics as
carrier signals and the 413-ky and, as explained
below, a 826-ky subharmonic as the modulat-
ing signals. The following model is possibly the
simplest

FFM(t) 5 a sin[2pt/95 1 « sin(2pt/413)

1 «9 sin(2pt/826)]

1 b sin[2pt/100 1 « sin(2pt/413)]

1 c sin[2pt/125 1 « sin(2pt/413)] (3)

where t is the time in kiloyears. The constants a
through c are adjustable parameters, with a
typically three times greater than b or c, reflect-
ing the relative strength of the eccentricty com-

ponents. The term «9 is the modulating index
for the subharmonic, and since « ; 1 then «9 ;
2, since fm is halved. In spite of the simplicity of
Eq. 3, its spectrum (Fig. 4), reproduces every
spectral peak in the power spectra of the tuned
and untuned records, including the prominent
combination tone at 107 ky (Figs. 2 and 4)
which occurs only if the additional modulation
by a 826-ky subharmonic is included in the
model, as in Eq. 3. Frequency modulation as
described by Eq. 3 is nonlinear in the sense that
the effect produced by two modulating frequen-
cies is not equal to the sum of the signals
produced separately by each (18).

The 107-ky spectral peak is here interpret-
ed as a combination tone (1/107 5 1/95 –
1/826) produced by nonlinear response of the
climate system. Although the precise mecha-
nism by which this may occur in the real
climate system is not resolved here, an expla-
nation is attempted below. On the other hand,
Eq. 3 uses superposition of each modulated
carrier to construct the total signal, and so in
this sense the response is assumed linear.

Figure 4 shows that even when a spectrum
is distorted by tuning, the sidebands can still be
identified and the general structure of the spec-
trum understood. The distortion occurs because
tuning in this case targeted the eccentricity fre-
quencies (19), thus enhancing the amplitude
of the 95-ky eccentricity carrier to the ex-
pense of its sidebands, as becomes apparent
when comparing Fig. 4B with Fig. 4A. Ac-
cordingly, to compensate for tuning and sim-
ulate the untuned spectra required just a 20%
increase in «9 in Eq. 3.

It should be noted that the model spectra
shown in Fig. 4 account not only for all the
periods present, but also for those not present.

As mentioned before, FM theory predicts that
the modulating frequencies appear only as in-
tervals between sidebands, and not as spectral
peaks. Hence, if the role of the 413-ky eccen-
tricity component is indeed to frequency-mod-
ulate the higher frequency components, we can
expect to find signal power at 413 ky in all the
d18O records, though not in the form of a
spectral peak, but rather as the interval between
sidebands (clear examples are Figs. 1C, 3A, and
4). Thus, the apparent absence of a 413-ky
spectral peak in Earth’s climate response, also
known as “the 400-ky problem” (6), may not
be a problem after all, but the logical conse-
quence of the fact that the 1/413 ky21 signal
acts as a frequency modulator.

The simulated FM signal FFM(t), shown
in Fig. 5 compared to selected d18O time
series, successfully reproduces the subtle
change in time interval between consecutive
ice ages. For times before 1 Ma, the fit dete-
riorates, because the period of the ice ages
becomes dominated by the 41-ky obliquity
signal and the eccentricity carriers gradually
disappear (Fig. 1, A and B).

How does the climate system frequency-
modulate the astronomical forcing? A natural
place to search for an analogy is the mechanism
of the resonant circuit of an electrical oscillator
that generates FM signals as its capacitance or
inductance are made to vary (9). The simplest
analogue paleoclimatic mechanism is a concep-
tual representation of the climate system as a
(potentially) resonant oscillator (20), where the
linear extent of the ice sheet, L, satisfies an
equation of the form

d2L/dt2 1 V2 L 5 0 (4)

where V 5 (1/CLCT)1/2 is the natural angular

Fig. 5. Comparison of the FM signal constructed with Eq. 3 and selected d18O records. The synthetic
FM signal closely reproduces the variable duration of the ice ages. The fit with the data deteriorates
for times earlier than ;900 ky B.P., because the 41-ky cycle becomes predominant. The best-fitting
signal was obtained by trial-and-error varying the values of the adjustable parameters a, b, and c.
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frequency of the climate model, CT the ocean’s
thermal overturning time, and CL the ice cap’s
relaxation time. There are at least two ways to
include external forcing in Eq. 4: with an addi-
tive term of the form F cos v0t, which intro-
duces the possibility of resonance when v0 3
V, and/or with a time-varying parameter
(parametric excitation), assuming that V
changes with the dimension of the ice sheet
(21) through CL, which is proportional to a
critical dimension of the ice sheet (22).

If CL is of the form CL(1 1 DCL/CL cos vt)
where DCL ,, CL and v is the modulating
frequency, Eq. 4 becomes

d2L/dt2 1 V2 [1 1 2(DV/V)cosvt] L 5 0
(5)

which is the Mathieu equation (23), whose
periodic solutions are frequency-modulated
sinusoids (24) of the form

L ; A sin[Vt 1 (DV/v)sin vt 1 f] (6)

where A and f are integration constants. The
solution to Eq. 6 is of the same form as each of
the terms of Eq. 3 used to simulate the d18O
records. Nonlinear forms of Eq. 5 are known to
develop instabilities, bifurcations, and period-
doubling cascades into chaos (25).
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The Role of Sub-Milankovitch
Climatic Forcing in the

Initiation of the Northern
Hemisphere Glaciation

K. J. Willis,1* A. Kleczkowski,2† K. M. Briggs,2 C. A. Gilligan2

Mechanisms responsible for the initiation of major glaciation in the Northern
Hemisphere at about 2.75 million years ago are poorly understood. A laminated
terrestrial sequence from Pula maar, Hungary, containing about 320,000 years
in annual layers between 3.05 and 2.60 million years ago, provides a detailed
record of rates of climatic change across this dramatic transition. An analysis
of the record implies that climatic variations at sub-Milankovitch frequencies
(less than or equal to 15,000 years) were an important driving force during this
transitional interval and that, as the threshold was approached, these increased
in frequency and amplitude, possibly providing the final trigger for the ampli-
fication of Northern Hemisphere ice sheets.

The late Pliocene was a time of major climatic
cooling resulting in the growth of large terres-
trial ice sheets and the onset of Northern Hemi-
sphere glaciation (NHG) at ;2.75 million years
ago (Ma). What triggered this dramatic period
of global environmental change has been un-
certain (1). Suggestions include climatic change

associated with changing continental positions
and altered deep ocean circulation (2, 3), a
long-term decline in atmospheric CO2 levels
resulting in greenhouse cooling (4), climate
change associated with tectonic uplift (5), and
decreased rates of sea-floor spreading (6). It has
also been suggested that the onset of NHG was
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